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Abstract

The car sequencing problem involves scheduling cars along an assembly line while satisfying capacity constraints. In this paper, we describe an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm for solving this problem, and we introduce two different pheromone structures for this algorithm: the first pheromone structure aims at learning for “good” sequences of cars, whereas the second pheromone structure aims at learning for “critical” cars. We experimentally compare these two pheromone structures, that have complementary performances, and show that their combination allows ants to solve very quickly most instances.
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PACS:

1 Introduction

The car sequencing problem involves scheduling cars along an assembly line in order to install options (e.g., sun-roof or air-conditioning) on them. Each option is installed by a different station, designed to handle at most a certain percentage of the cars passing along the assembly line, and the cars requiring this option must be spaced so that the capacity of the station is never exceeded.

This problem is NP-hard [Kis04]. It has been formulated as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), and is a classical benchmark for constraint solvers [DSvH88,GW99,Tsa93]. Most of these CSP solvers use a complete tree-search.
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approach to explore the search space in a systematic way, until either a solution is found, or the problem is proven to have no solution. In order to reduce the search space, this approach is combined with filtering techniques that propagate capacity constraints to reduce variables’ domains. In particular, a dedicated filtering algorithm has been proposed for handling capacity constraints [RP97]. This filtering algorithm is very effective to solve some hardly constrained feasible instances, or to prove infeasibility of some over-constrained instances. However, on some other instances, it cannot reduce domains enough to make complete search tractable.

More recently, [GGP04] has proposed an integer programming model where the objective is to find a sequence that minimizes the number of violated constraints subject to a set of linear integer constraints. This approach makes it possible to rather quickly find solutions to difficult instances that are feasible. However, it requires much longer computation times for reaching best-known solutions for infeasible instances.

Hence, different incomplete approaches have been proposed, that leave out exhaustivity, trying to quickly find approximately optimal solutions in an opportunistic way, e.g., local search [DT99,LLW98,P02,MH02,GPS03,EGN05], large neighbourhood search [PS04], IDWalk [NTG04], evolutionary algorithms [WT95], or Ant Colony Optimization [Sol00,GGP04].

1.1 Ant Colony Optimization

The basic idea of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [DD99,DCG99,DS04] is to model the problem to solve as the search for a minimum cost path in a graph, and to use artificial ants to search for good paths. The behavior of artificial ants is inspired from real ants: artificial ants lay pheromone on components (edges and/or vertices) of the graph and each ant chooses its path with respect to probabilities that depend on pheromone trails that have been previously laid by the colony; these pheromone trails progressively decrease by evaporation. Intuitively, this indirect stigmergetic communication means aims at giving information about the quality of path components in order to attract ants, in the following iterations, towards the corresponding areas of the search space. Indeed, for many combinatorial problems, a study of the search space landscape shows a correlation between solution quality and the distance to optimal solutions [JF95,MF99,SH00].

Artificial ants also have some extra-features that do not find their counterpart in real ants. In particular, they are usually associated with data structures that contain the memory of their previous actions, and they may apply some “daemon” procedures, such as local search, to improve the quality of computed
paths. In many cases, pheromone is updated only after having constructed a complete path, and not during the walk, and the amount of pheromone deposited is usually a function of the quality of the complete path. Finally, the probability for an artificial ant to choose a component often depends not only on pheromones, but also on some problem-specific local heuristics.

The first ant algorithm to be applied to a discrete optimization problem has been proposed by Dorigo in [Dor92]. The problem chosen for the first experiments was the Traveling Salesman Problem and, since then, this problem has been widely used to investigate the solving capabilities of ants [DMC96,DG97]. The ACO metaheuristic, described in [DD99,DCG99,DS04], is a generalization of these first ant based algorithms, and has been successfully applied to different hard combinatorial optimization problems such as quadratic assignment problems [GTD99,MC99], vehicle routing problems [BHS99,GTA99], constraint satisfaction problems [Sol02a], maximum clique problems [SF06], or graph matching problems [SSG05].

1.2 Motivations and overview of the paper

We have proposed in [Sol00] a first ACO algorithm dedicated to permutation constraint satisfaction problems —the solution of which is a permutation of a given tuple of values. Performances of this algorithm have been illustrated, among other problems, on the car sequencing problem. In this first ACO algorithm for the car sequencing problem, pheromone is laid on couples of consecutive cars in order to learn for promising sequences of cars.

Then, in [GPS03], we have proposed and compared different heuristics for solving the car sequencing problem in a greedy randomized way. These heuristics aim at favoring the choice of critical cars during greedy constructions of sequences: these critical cars require hardly constrained options and should be sequenced as soon as possible. We have shown that this very simple greedy approach is able to solve many instances very quickly. We have also shown that these greedy heuristics can be integrated within the ACO algorithm of [Sol00] in a very straightforward way.

These greedy heuristics are very efficient and greatly help ants to solve the car sequencing problem. However, designing such problem-dependent heuristics is a difficult task that requires a good knowledge of the problem to solve. Hence, a main objective of this paper is to answer the following question:

*Would it be possible to use ACO to identify these critical cars, and solve the car sequencing problem without integrating problem-dependent heuristics?*

To answer this question, we introduce a new pheromone structure, that aims
at identifying critical cars, and we compare it with the greedy heuristic of [GPS03]. We also study the integration of this new pheromone structure with the pheromone structure introduced in [Sol00] and that aims at identifying promising sequences of cars.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines the car sequencing problem we are considering here. Section 3 recalls the basic features of the greedy randomized approach of [GPS03]. Section 4 describes the first pheromone structure introduced in [Sol00] and that aims at identifying promising sequences. Section 5 introduces a new pheromone structure that aims at identifying critical cars and Section 6 shows how these two pheromone structures may be combined. We experimentally compare the different pheromone structures and the greedy heuristic in Section 7, and we compare our results with two recent state-of-the-art local search approaches in Section 8.

2 The Car Sequencing Problem

We consider here the classical car sequencing problem introduced in [DSvH88]. A complete description of this problem and some benchmark instances may be found in CSPlib [GW99]. This problem is a special case of the car sequencing problem proposed by Renault for the ROADEF challenge in 2005 [NC05,SCNA07]. In particular, the challenge problem introduces two different priority levels for capacity constraints, and it introduces paint batching constraints. Considering the classical car sequencing problem allows us to focus on heuristics for dealing with capacity constraints.

2.1 Definition of a Car Sequencing Problem

A car sequencing problem is defined by a tuple \((C, O, p, q, r)\) such that

- \(C = \{c_1, .., c_n\}\) is the set of cars to be produced;
- \(O = \{o_1, .., o_m\}\) is the set of different options;
- \(p : O \rightarrow \mathbb{N}\) and \(q : O \rightarrow \mathbb{N}\) define capacity constraints, i.e., for every option \(o_i \in O\), each subsequence of \(q_i\) consecutive cars on the line must not contain more than \(p_i\) cars that require option \(o_i\) (see 2.2 for complete definition);
- \(r : C \times O \rightarrow \{0, 1\}\) defines option requirements, i.e., for each car \(c_i \in C\) and for each option \(o_j \in O\), \(r_{ij} = 1\) if \(o_j\) must be installed on \(c_i\), and \(r_{ij} = 0\) otherwise.
2.2 Solution of a Car Sequencing Problem

Solving a car sequencing problem involves finding an arrangement of the cars in a sequence, defining the order in which they will pass along the assembly line, such that the capacity constraints are met. We shall use the following notations to denote and manipulate sequences:

- A sequence, noted \( \pi=<c_{i1}, c_{i2}, \ldots, c_{ik}> \), is a succession of cars;
- The set of all sequences that may be built with a set of cars \( C \) is noted \( \Pi_C \);
- The length of a sequence \( \pi \), noted \( |\pi| \), is the number of cars that it contains;
- The concatenation of two sequences \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \), noted \( \pi_1 \cdot \pi_2 \), is the sequence composed of the cars of \( \pi_1 \) followed by the cars of \( \pi_2 \);
- A sequence \( \pi_1 \) is a subsequence of another sequence \( \pi_2 \), noted \( \pi_1 \subseteq \pi_2 \), if there exists two (possibly empty) sequences \( \pi_3 \) and \( \pi_4 \) such that \( \pi_2 = \pi_3 \cdot \pi_1 \cdot \pi_4 \);
- The cost of a sequence \( \pi \) is the number of violated capacity constraints, i.e.,

\[
\text{cost}(\pi) = \sum_{o_i \in O} \sum_{\pi_k \subseteq \pi \text{ so that } |\pi_k| \geq q_i} \text{violation}(\pi_k, o_i)
\]

where \( \text{violation}(\pi_k, o_i) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \sum_{<c_i> \leq \pi_k} r_{li} \leq p_i; \\
1 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \)

We can now define the solution process of a car sequencing problem \( (C, O, p, q, r) \) as the search of a minimal cost sequence composed of all the cars to be produced.

3 Greedy randomized construction of sequences

Figure 1 describes a greedy randomized algorithm for constructing sequences: starting from an empty sequence\(^1\), cars are iteratively added at the end of the sequence until all cars have been sequenced. At each step, the set of candidate cars (\( \text{cand} \)) is restricted to the set of cars that introduce the smallest number of new constraint violations (line 4)\(^2\). To break symetries, we also

\(^1\) The sequence \( \pi \) could be initialized to a non empty sequence in order to take into account the last cars sequenced on the line the previous day, as it is the case in the problem proposed by Renault for the ROADEF challenge.

\(^2\) Note that this elitist strategy, that discards cars introducing more constraint violations, may not be optimal for solving over-constrained instances. To solve such over-constrained instances, it may be preferable not to discard cars introducing more constraint violations but to decrease the probability of selecting them, as proposed in [Sol00,GGP04].
**Input:** an instance \((C, O, p, q, r)\) of the car sequencing problem

a transition probability function \(p : C \times \mathcal{P}(C) \times \Pi_C \rightarrow [0; 1]\)

**Output:** a sequence \(\pi\) that contains each car of \(C\) once

1. \(\pi \leftarrow<>\)
2. **while** \(|\pi| \leq |C|\) **do**
   3. let \(C_{\pi}\) denote the set of cars of \(C\) that are not yet sequenced in \(\pi\)
   4. \(\text{cand} \leftarrow \{c_k \in C_{\pi} \mid \forall c_j \in C_{\pi}, \text{cost}(\pi, <c_k>) \leq \text{cost}(\pi, <c_j>)\} \land (\forall o_i \in O, \text{so}_{ki} = \text{so}_{ji}) \Rightarrow (k \leq j)\)
   5. choose \(c_i \in \text{cand}\) w.r.t. probability \(p(c_i, \text{cand}, \pi)\)
   6. \(\pi \leftarrow \pi \cdot <c_i>\)
3. **end while**
4. **return** \(\pi\)

![Fig. 1. Greedy randomized construction of a sequence of cars.](image)

restrict the set of candidate cars to cars that require different options (line 5). Then, given this set of candidate cars, the next car is chosen with respect to a transition probability function \(p\): given a candidate car \(c_i \in C\), a set of candidate cars \(\text{cand} \in \mathcal{P}(C)\) (where \(\mathcal{P}(C)\) is the set of all subsets of \(C\)), and a partial sequence \(\pi \in \Pi_C\), this transition function returns the probability of actually choosing \(c_i\). This probability may be defined in different ways, and Sections 4, 5 and 6 propose three different definitions for it, based on different pheromone structures.

In this section, we define the probability transition function proportionally to a heuristic function \(\eta\) that locally evaluates the “hardness” of a candidate car \(c_i\), i.e.,

\[
p(c_i, \text{cand}, \pi) = \frac{[\eta(c_i, \pi)]^\beta}{\sum_{c_k \in \text{cand}}[\eta(c_k, \pi)]^\beta}
\]

where \(\beta\) is a numerical parameter which allows one to tune the weight of the heuristic in the transition policy: the higher \(\beta\), the greedier the policy.

We have introduced and compared in [GPS03] five different definitions for the heuristic function \(\eta\). These definitions are based on utilization rates of required options and aim at favoring the choice of cars requiring options that have high demands with respect to capacities. The heuristic function of [GPS03] that obtained the best average results is defined by the sum of the utilization rates of the options required by the car, i.e.,

\[
\eta(c_i, \pi) = \sum_{o_j \in O} r_{ij} \cdot \text{utilRate}(o_j, C - \pi)
\]

where \(\text{utilRate}(o_j, C - \pi)\) is the utilization rate of option \(o_j\) with respect to the set \(C - \pi\) of cars that are not yet sequenced in \(\pi\). This utilization rate is the
percentage of cars of \( C - \pi \) requiring \( o_j \) with respect to the maximum number of cars in a sequence of length \( |C - \pi| \) which could have \( o_j \) while satisfying its capacity constraint, i.e.,

\[
\text{utilRate}(o_j, C - \pi) = \frac{q_j \cdot \sum_{c_i \in C - \pi} r_{kj}}{p_j \cdot |C - \pi|}
\]

An utilization rate close to 1 (resp. 0) indicates that the demand is very high (resp. low) with respect to the capacity of the station.

4 A first pheromone structure for identifying good car sequences

Solving an instance \((C, O, p, q, r)\) of the car sequencing problem involves finding a permutation of the set of cars \(C\) that satisfies capacity constraints. This problem can easily be modelled as the search for a best hamiltonian path in a graph that associates a vertex with each car. Such hamiltonian path finding problems are classical applications for the ACO metaheuristic: for these problems, ants lay pheromone on the graph edges in order to learn for promising sequences of vertices. Based on this principle, we have proposed in [Sol00] a first ACO algorithm for the car sequencing problem, and we briefly recall its main features here.

Basically, the algorithm follows the MAX-MIN Ant System scheme [SH00]. First, pheromone trails are initialized to a given upper bound \( \tau_{\text{max}} \). Then, at each cycle every ant constructs a sequence, and pheromone trails are updated. To prevent premature convergence, pheromone trails are bounded within two given bounds \( \tau_{\text{min}} \) and \( \tau_{\text{max}} \) such that \( 0 < \tau_{\text{min}} < \tau_{\text{max}} \). The algorithm stops iterating either when an ant has found a solution, or when a maximum number of cycles has been performed.

4.1 Pheromone structure

Pheromone is laid on couples of cars. For every couple of different cars \((c_i, c_j) \in C \times C\), we associate a pheromone trail \( \tau_1(c_i, c_j) \). Intuitively, this pheromone trail represents the learnt desirability of scheduling \( c_j \) just after \( c_i \).
4.2 Construction of sequences by ants

At each cycle every ant constructs a sequence, following the greedy randomized algorithm of Figure 1. To choose the next car $c_i$ to be added at the end of the current sequence $\pi$, the transition probability function depends on two factors: a pheromone factor which evaluates the learnt desirability of adding $c_i$ at the end of $\pi$, and the heuristic factor $\eta$ introduced in section 3, i.e.,

$$p(c_i, \text{cand, } \pi) = \frac{[\tau_1(c_j, c_i)]^{\alpha_1} \cdot [\eta(c_i, \pi)]^{\beta}}{\sum_{c_k \in \text{cand}} [\tau_1(c_j, c_k)]^{\alpha_1} \cdot [\eta(c_k, \pi)]^{\beta}}$$

if the last car of $\pi$ is $c_j$

$$p(c_i, \text{cand, } \pi) = \frac{[\eta(c_i, \pi)]^{\beta}}{\sum_{c_k \in \text{cand}} [\eta(c_k, \pi)]^{\beta}}$$

if $\pi = \langle \rangle$

As usually in ACO algorithms, $\alpha_1$ and $\beta$ are numerical parameters that are used to determine the relative weights of the two factors.

4.3 Pheromone updating step

Once every ant has constructed a sequence, pheromone trails are updated. First, all pheromone trails are decreased in order to simulate evaporation, i.e., for each couple of different cars $(c_i, c_j) \in C \times C$, the quantity of pheromone $\tau_1(c_i, c_j)$ is multiplied by a factor $(1 - \rho_1)$ where $\rho_1$ is the evaporation rate such that $0 \leq \rho_1 \leq 1$.

Then, the best ants of the cycle deposit along their paths a trail of pheromone which is inversely proportional to the number of violated constraints: for each sequence $\pi$ constructed during the cycle, if the cost of $\pi$ is minimal for this cycle then, for each couple of consecutive cars $< c_j, c_k > \subseteq \pi$, we increment $\tau_1(c_j, c_k)$ by $1 / \text{cost}(\pi)$.

Finally, pheromone trails that are lower (resp. greater) than $\tau_{\text{min}}$ (resp. $\tau_{\text{max}}$) are set to $\tau_{\text{min}}$ (resp. $\tau_{\text{max}}$). The goal of this pheromone bounding step is to favor a better exploration of the search space by preventing the relative differences between pheromone trails from becoming too extreme during processing [SH00].

5 A second pheromone structure for identifying critical cars

The heuristic function $\eta$ combined with the first pheromone structure in the transition probability function defined in Section 4 aims at favoring the choice
of critical cars, i.e., cars that require options with high utilization rates so that they can hardly be scheduled without violating capacity constraints. We now introduce a new pheromone structure for identifying these critical cars with respect to past experiences of the colony.

5.1 Pheromone structure

Different cars may require a same subset of options, and all these cars are equivalent with respect to the hardness of sequencing them. Hence, we group the cars requiring the same options into classes, and we associate a pheromone structure with every different class.

More formally, we define the class of a car \( c_i \in C \) as the set of options required by \( c_i \), i.e., \( \text{classOf}(c_i) = \{o_j \in O | r_{ij} = 1 \} \), and we denote by \( \text{classes}(C) \) the set of all different car classes, i.e., \( \text{classes}(C) = \{\text{classOf}(c_i) | c_i \in C \} \). Given a car class \( cc \in \text{classes}(C) \), we note \( \tau_2(cc) \) the quantity of pheromone laying on it. Intuitively, this quantity represents the past experience of the colony concerning the difficulty of sequencing cars of this class without violating capacity constraints.

The second pheromone structure introduced here is not managed according to the MAX-MIN Ant System of [SH00]. Indeed, imposing lower and upper bounds on pheromone trails and initializing them to the upper bound favor a larger exploration of the search space at the beginning of the search but, as a counterpart, increase the time spent before converging towards good solutions. However, first experiments showed us that it is necessary to quickly identify critical cars to build good solutions: without such identification (e.g., when running the greedy algorithm of Figure 1 with the \( \beta \) parameter set to zero), the constructed sequences violate hundreds of capacity constraints. Hence, to favor a quicker feedback on the critical cars we only introduce a lower bound \( \tau_{\text{min}_2} \) (that ensures that the probability of choosing a car cannot become null), and pheromone trails are initialized to the lower bound \( \tau_{\text{min}_2} \) at the beginning of the search.

5.2 Construction of a sequence by an ant

Ants incrementally build sequences following the algorithm described in Fig. 1. To choose the next car \( c_i \) to be added at the end of the current sequence \( \pi \), the transition probability function only depends on a pheromone factor which
evaluates the learnt hardness of the class of \( c_i \), i.e.,

\[
p(c_i, \text{cand}, \pi) = \frac{[\tau_2(\text{classOf}(c_i))]^{\alpha_2}}{\sum_{c_k \in \text{cand}} [\tau_2(\text{classOf}(c_k))]^{\alpha_2}}
\]

where \( \alpha_2 \) is a numerical parameter which allows one to tune the weight of the pheromone factor.

### 5.3 Pheromone updating step

Ants lay pheromone on car classes during the construction of sequences: each time no more cars can be scheduled without introducing some new constraint violations, some pheromone is added on the classes of the cars that still have to be scheduled (thus indicating that the cars of this class should have been scheduled earlier). The quantity of pheromone added is equal to the number of new constraint violations introduced by the cars of this class. More precisely, we modify the algorithm of Figure 1 by inserting between lines 5 and 6 the following lines:

```
if \( \forall c_i \in \text{cand}, \ cost(\pi. < c_i >) > cost(\pi) \) then
  for every car class \( cc \in \{\text{classOf}(c_i) \mid c_i \in C - \pi\} \) do
    \( \tau_2(cc) \leftarrow \tau_2(cc) + cost(\pi. < c_i >) - cost(\pi) \)
  (where \( c_i \) is a car of the class \( cc \))
```

Note that this pheromone laying procedure occurs during the construction step, and not after all ants have completed their construction step, like in most ACO algorithms. Indeed, the quantity of pheromone laid does not depend on the global quality of the sequence but on the local evaluation of the car class with respect to the partial sequence that is currently built. Note also that every ant adds pheromone, and not only the best one(s) of the cycle.

Finally, pheromone is evaporated after every sequence construction. This is done by multiplying the quantity of pheromone \( \tau_2(cc) \) laying on each car class \( cc \in \text{classes}(C) \) by a factor \( (1 - \rho_2) \) where \( \rho_2 \) is the evaporation rate such that \( 0 \leq \rho_2 \leq 1 \).

### 6 Combining the two pheromone structures

The two proposed pheromone structures achieve two complementary goals: the first one aims at identifying promising subsequences of cars; the second
one aims at identifying critical car classes. Hence, one can easily combine these two complementary pheromone structures:

- Ants lay pheromone on couples of cars \( (c_i, c_j) \in C \times C \) and the quantity of pheromone \( \tau_1(c_i, c_j) \) represents the past experience of the colony with respect to sequencing car \( c_j \) just after car \( c_i \).
  
  For this first pheromone structure, pheromone trails are bounded within the interval \( [\tau_{min_1}; \tau_{max_1}] \) and they are initialized to the upper bound \( \tau_{max_1} \). Pheromone trails are updated at the end of each cycle, once every ant of the colony has computed a complete sequence, and only the best ants of the cycle lay pheromone.

- Ants also lay pheromone on car classes \( cc \in \text{Classes}(C) \) and the quantity of pheromone \( \tau_2(cc) \) represents the past experience of the colony with respect to the difficulty of sequencing cars of this class without violating constraints.
  
  For this second pheromone structure, a lower bound \( \tau_{min_2} \) is imposed and pheromone trails are initialized to this lower bound. Pheromone is laid by every ant while it constructs a sequence, and the evaporation step occurs at the end of every sequence construction by an ant.

The algorithm followed by ants to build sequences is the same as the one displayed in figure 1. To choose the next car \( c_i \) to be added at the end of the current sequence \( \pi \), the transition probability function depends on two different pheromone factors, i.e.,

\[
p(c_i, \text{cand}, \pi) = \frac{[\tau_1(c_j, c_i)]^{\alpha_1} \cdot [\tau_2(\text{classOf}(c_i))]^{\alpha_2}}{\sum_{c_k \in \text{cand}} [\tau_1(c_j, c_k)]^{\alpha_1} \cdot [\tau_2(\text{classOf}(c_k))]^{\alpha_2}} \quad \text{if the last car of } \pi \text{ is } c_j
\]

\[
p(c_i, \text{cand}, \pi) = \frac{[\tau_2(\text{classOf}(c_i))]^{\alpha_2}}{\sum_{c_k \in \text{cand}} [\tau_2(\text{classOf}(c_k))]^{\alpha_2}} \quad \text{if } \pi = <>
\]

As usual, \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are numerical parameters that are used to determine the relative weights of the two pheromone factors.

Note that the greedy heuristic function \( \eta \) introduced in section 3, and combined with the first pheromone structure in section 4 is no longer used in this new transition probability. Indeed, this heuristic factor, that aims at identifying critical cars, has been replaced by the second pheromone structure.
7 Experimental comparison of the pheromone structures and the greedy heuristic

7.1 Considered algorithms and test suites

To compare the pheromone structures $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ and the greedy heuristic function $\eta$, we consider four different versions of the greedy randomized algorithm of Figure 1, based on four different definitions of the transition probability function $p$:

- in $\text{Greedy}(\eta)$ the transition probability function is based on the greedy heuristic function $\eta$ as described in Section 3;
- in $\text{ACO}(\tau_1, \eta)$ the transition probability function is based on a combination of the first pheromone structure $\tau_1$ and the greedy heuristic function $\eta$ as described in Section 4;
- in $\text{ACO}(\tau_2)$ the transition probability function is based on the second pheromone structure $\tau_2$ as described in Section 5;
- in $\text{ACO}(\tau_1, \tau_2)$ the transition probability function is based on a combination of the two pheromone structures $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ as described in Section 6.

All algorithms have been implemented in C and run on a 2GHz Pentium 4.

These four different versions are experimentally compared on a test suite of 82 instances generated by Perron and Shaw and described in [PS04]. In this test suite, all instances have $|O| = 8$ options and $|\text{Classes}(C)| = 20$ different car classes; capacity constraints are randomly generated while ensuring that $\forall o_i \in O, 1 \leq p_i \leq 3$ and $p_i < q_i \leq p_i + 2$. The number of cars $|C|$ to be sequenced varies between 100 and 500: 32 (resp. 21 and 29) instances have 100 (resp. 300 and 500) cars. All instances are feasible and have at least one solution that satisfies all capacity constraints.

7.2 Parameter settings

Each run of each considered algorithm is limited to 150000 constructions of sequences: for $\text{ACO}(\tau_1, \eta)$ and $\text{ACO}(\tau_1, \tau_2)$ we have fixed the maximum number of cycles to 5000 and the number of ants to 30; for $\text{Greedy}(\eta)$ and $\text{ACO}(\tau_2)$ we have fixed the maximum number of cycles to 150000 as a single sequence is built at each cycle. Note that the construction of 150000 sequences roughly corresponds to 20 (resp. 50 and 100) seconds of CPU time on a 2GHz Pentium 4 for instances with 100 (resp. 300 and 500) cars.

The setting of the other parameters is summarized in Table 1 and is discussed
To tune parameters, we have run algorithms on a subset of the test suite instances that contains 32 instances (9 instances with 100 cars, 7 instances with 300 cars and 16 instances with 500 cars). These 32 instances have been selected for tuning parameters because they appeared to be the most difficult ones for the greedy algorithm (other instances were trivially solved).

Both Greedy(\(\eta\)) and ACO(\(\tau_1, \eta\)) use the greedy heuristic \(\eta\) in their probability transition function and have to set the parameter \(\beta\) that determines the weight of this heuristic. Experiments have been done with different values for \(\beta\), ranging between 1 and 10. The best average results have been obtained when it is fixed to 6 (eventhough rather equivalent results were obtained when \(\beta \in [4; 8]\)).

The three ACO variants use the pheromone structures \(\tau_1\) and/or \(\tau_2\) in their probability transition functions and have to set the pheromone factor weight \(\alpha\), the pheromone evaporation rate \(\rho\), and the bounds \(\tau_{\text{min}}\) and \(\tau_{\text{max}}\) associated with these pheromone structures. Setting these parameters makes it possible to balance between two dual goals when exploring the search space: on the one hand, one has to intensify the search around the most “promising” areas, that are usually close to the best solutions found so far; on the other hand, one has to diversify the search and favor exploration in order to discover new, and hopefully more successful, areas of the search space. Diversification may be emphasized in ACO algorithms by decreasing \(\alpha\) — so that ants become less sensitive to pheromone — or by decreasing \(\rho\) — so that pheromone evaporates more slowly — or by decreasing the difference between \(\tau_{\text{min}}\) and \(\tau_{\text{max}}\) — so that the relative difference between pheromone factors decreases. When increasing the exploratory ability of ants in this way, one usually finds better solutions, but as a counterpart it takes longer to find them. This duality has been observed on many different combinatorial problems such as, e.g., maximum clique problem [SF06] or constraint satisfaction problem [Sol02b].

We have chosen two different parameter settings for the two pheromone structures \(\tau_1\) and \(\tau_2\). Indeed, as pointed out in Section 5, the identification of critical cars appears to be essential for building good solutions, so that one has to set
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Parameter settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heuristic (\eta)</th>
<th>(1^{st}) pheromone structure</th>
<th>(2^{nd}) pheromone structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\beta)</td>
<td>(\alpha_1)</td>
<td>(\rho_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy((\eta))</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACO((\tau_1, \eta))</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACO((\tau_2))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACO((\tau_1, \tau_2))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2. Comparison of Greedy(\eta), ACO(\tau_1, \eta), ACO(\tau_2), and ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2). Each curve plots the evolution of the percentage of successful runs (over 50 runs on each of the 82 instances) with respect to CPU time (in logscale).

\( \alpha_2 \) and \( \rho_2 \) to values that favor intensification in order to have a quick feedback, i.e., \( \alpha_2 = 6 \) and \( \rho_2 = 0.03 \). On the contrary, we have chosen a setting that ensures a good diversification of the search for the first pheromone structure, i.e., \( \alpha_1 = 2 \) and \( \rho_1 = 0.01 \) (as discussed in [GPS03]).

Note that the performances of the three ACO variants are rather stable with respect to these pheromone parameter settings. For example, when running ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2) with different values for \( \alpha \) and \( \rho \) (with \( \alpha_1 \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \), \( \rho_1 \in \{0.5\%, 1\%, 2\%, 3\%\} \), \( \alpha_2 \in \{4, 6, 8, 10\} \), and \( \rho_2 \in \{1\%, 2\%, 3\%, 5\%\} \)), the final success rates (over 50 runs on each of the 82 instances) vary between 85.3\% for the worst configuration and 94.7\% for the best one, whereas the average is 91.3\%.

7.3 Experimental comparison

Figure 2 displays the evolution of the percentage of successful runs (that have found a solution) of the four considered algorithms with respect to CPU time.

Let us first compare Greedy(\eta) with ACO(\tau_2), as both algorithms build sequences with respect to a greedy heuristic that evaluates the hardness of car classes, but differ on the way this estimation is done: Greedy(\eta) considers the
sum of the utilization rates of the required options, whereas $ACO(\tau_2)$ “learns” this with respect to past experiences of the colony. Figure 2 shows that the success rate of $ACO(\tau_2)$ is always more than 10% as high as the success rate of $Greedy(\eta)$: after 0.05 seconds of CPU-time, $Greedy(\eta)$ and $ACO(\tau_2)$ have respectively solved 42.5% and 55.8% of the runs, whereas after 100 seconds of CPU-time, they have respectively solved 65.6% and 77.6% of the runs.

Let us then compare $Greedy(\eta)$ with $ACO(\tau_1, \eta)$ (resp. $ACO(\tau_2)$ with $ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2)$) to evaluate the benefit of integrating the first pheromone structure $\tau_1$ within the transition probability function. Figure 2 shows that at the beginning of the solution process, the success rates of $Greedy(\eta)$ and $ACO(\tau_1, \eta)$ (resp. $ACO(\tau_2)$ and $ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2)$) are very close. Indeed, the setting of the parameters for managing $\tau_1$ has been chosen in order to favor exploration so that during the first cycles $\tau_1$ does not significantly influence transition probabilities: at the beginning of the search process, pheromone trails are initialized to the upper bound, $\tau_{\text{max}1}$, so that after $k$ cycles, the quantity of pheromone is bounded between $\tau_{\text{max}1} \cdot (1 - \rho_1)^k$ and $\tau_{\text{max}1}$. Then, after five hundred or so cycles (roughly corresponding to two, five, and ten seconds for instances with 100, 300 and 500 cars respectively), the first pheromone structure actually influences ants so that the success rate of $ACO(\tau_1, \eta)$ (resp. $ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2)$) becomes significantly higher than the success rate of $Greedy(\eta)$ (resp. $ACO(\tau_2)$).

As a conclusion, let us note that the second pheromone structure $\tau_2$ allows ants to solve very quickly (in less than 0.05 seconds) more than half of the runs. The first pheromone structure $\tau_1$ needs more time to guide ants towards better sequences (around two, five and ten seconds for instances with 100, 300, and 500 cars respectively), but actually improves the solution process so that, at the end of the solution process, the combination of the two pheromone structures allows ants to solve nearly 95% of the runs.

8 Comparison with other approaches

8.1 Considered approaches

We now compare the best performing of our four variants, $ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2)$, with two recent local search approaches, i.e., $IDWalk$ and $VFLS$.

$IDWalk$ [NTG04] is a new metaheuristic based on local search that appears to obtain better results than other metaheuristics —such as tabu search and simulated annealing— for solving the car sequencing problem among other problems. Besides the maximum number of moves $MaxMv$, this approach introduces only one parameter, called $Max$, that determines the maximum
number of neighbours that are considered before performing every move. At each iteration, IDWalk chooses the first non decreasing neighbour, and if all the Max considered neighbours deteriorate the current solution, IDWalk chooses the best one over them. The Max parameter is automatically determined at the beginning of the search by performing a few short walks (of 2000 moves) with different possible values. This value is also reactively adapted during the solution process when the length of the walk reaches some given limits. In the case of the car sequencing problem, the neighbourhood is defined by the set of all sequences that can be obtained by swapping any pair of cars that have different car classes and such that at least one car is involved in one or more constraint violations; the car that is involved in constraint violations is chosen with respect to a probability that is proportional to the number of constraints it violates. The initial sequence of cars from which the local search is performed is constructed in a greedy way, using the $\eta$ heuristic described in Section 3.

VFLS (for “Very Fast Local Search”) [EGN05, EGN07] is the algorithm that won the ROADEF challenge on the car sequencing problem [NC05, SCNA07]. In addition to capacity constraints, the ROADEF problem contains some extra constraints that are related to car colors and that aim at minimizing solvents. The implementation of VFLS considered in this comparison is an adaptation of the one that have won the challenge, where data structures have been optimized to focus on capacity constraints only. The VFLS algorithm is based on a local search approach similar to the one proposed in [GPS03]: starting from an initial sequence that is constructed in a greedy way using a heuristic based on utilization rates, the algorithm chooses at each iteration the first neighbour of the current solution that does not increase its cost. The considered neighbourhood is defined by a set of five transformations (exchange of two cars, insertion of a car backward or forward, and mirror and random permutations of subsequences). The probability of choosing each of these transformations respectively is 0.6, 0.13, 0.13, 0.13, and 0.01.

8.2 Test suite and experimental setup

We compare the three approaches on the 82 instances of the test suite provided by Perron and Shaw. However, to discuss scale-up properties, we have grouped these instances into three subsets with respect to the number of cars $|C|$ to be sequenced: the first group contains the 32 instances with 100 cars; the second one contains the 21 instances with 300 cars; and the third one contains the 29 instances with 500 cars.

The three algorithms have been implemented in C or C++, and have been
Success rate (50 runs for each of the 32 instances with 100 cars)

Fig. 3. Evolution of the percentage of successful runs with respect to CPU time for $ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2)$, VFLS, and IDWalk, on the 32 instances with 100 cars.

run on the same 2GHz Pentium 4. Each algorithm has been run 50 times on each instance.

8.3 Experimental Results

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the evolution of the success rates with respect to CPU time on instances with 100, 300, and 500 cars respectively. On the three figures, we note that for very short CPU time limits $ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2)$ is better than IDWalk, which itself is better than VFLS: after 0.1 second of CPU time, $ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2)$ has solved more than 60% of the runs while VFLS and IDWalk have respectively solved 6% and 25% of the runs. However, the success rate of VFLS increases more steeply than the success rates of IDWalk and $ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2)$. Therefore, after a few seconds of CPU time, VFLS has clearly surpassed IDWalk. Finally, at the end of the processing time, VFLS has reached the success rate of $ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2)$ for the instances with 100 and 300 cars, whereas VFLS has outperformed $ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2)$ for the instances with 500 cars.

The fact that $ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2)$ is outperformed by VFLS at the end of the processing time for the largest instances that have 500 cars brings to the fore the

$^3$ The code of IDWalk and VFLS have been kindly sent by their authors, and the obtained results have been validated by the authors.
Fig. 4. Evolution of the percentage of successful runs with respect to CPU time for ACO(τ₁, τ₂), VFLS, and IDWalk, on the 21 instances with 300 cars.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the percentage of successful runs with respect to CPU time for ACO(τ₁, τ₂), VFLS, and IDWalk, on the 29 instances with 500 cars.
differences in the time complexities of these algorithms. Indeed, if there are $|C| = n$ cars to sequence and $|\text{classes}(C)| = k$ different car classes, then the complexity of constructing one sequence by an ant is in $O(nk)$, the complexity of the pheromone laying step is in $O(n)$ and the complexity of the evaporation step is in $O(n^2)$. As a comparison, the time complexity of performing one move, in both IDWalk and VFLS, does not depend on the total number of cars to be sequenced: each move is locally evaluated by considering only a subsequence of cars and the time complexity of one move mainly depends on the sizes ($q_i$) of the gliding subsequences on which the capacity constraints must be checked. In the test suite we have considered here, these sizes are bounded between 2 and 5 for all instances.

9 Conclusion

We have introduced a new pheromone structure for solving the car sequencing problem. This pheromone structure aims at identifying critical cars and experimental results have shown us that it obtains better results than the greedy heuristic based on utilization rates. We have also shown that this new pheromone structure may be combined with another pheromone structure that aims at identifying good subsequences of cars.

This double pheromone structure may be related to previous work on multiple pheromone matrices for solving other combinatorial optimization problems. In particular, [IMM01] introduces two different pheromone structures to solve bi-criteria optimization problems, where each pheromone structure is tailored to one optimization criteria. [MR02] also introduces two different pheromone structures, one for intensifying the search around good solutions, and one for diversifying the search around apparently poorer areas of the search space. Multi colony approaches such as, e.g., [MRS02,CRP04], also consider multiple pheromone matrices. However, in these approaches the different pheromone matrices have an homogeneous structure, as these different pheromone matrices are used by different ant colonies that work in parallel to solve a combinatorial optimization problem.

We have shown in this paper that the combination of two complementary pheromone structures makes it possible to obtain very competitive results on the car sequencing problem, being able to solve many instances much quicker than VFLS, the local search based algorithm that won the ROADEF 2005 challenge. However, on the largest instances and for longer time limits, ACO is outperformed by VFLS. Hence, further work will mainly concern the integration of local search techniques within our “double” ACO algorithm. Indeed, local search may be combined with the ACO metaheuristic in a very straightforward way: ants construct solutions exploiting pheromone, and local search
improves their quality by iteratively performing local moves. Actually, the best-performing ACO algorithms for many combinatorial optimization problems are hybrid algorithms that combine probabilistic solution construction by a colony of ants with local search [DG97,SH00,Sol02a,SF06,SSSG06].

Finally, even if it is not a criteria for comparing approaches, let us point out the simplicity of our double ACO algorithm which is very easy to implement: the C code corresponding to \( ACO(\tau_1, \tau_2) \) contains less than 300 lines (including input/output issues). This is generally not the case of local search approaches which have to use more sophisticated data structures in order to incrementally evaluate moves.
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